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WHAT IS “RIGHT SIZE YOUR CAN”?
Our Right Size Your Can program is what is known as a volume-based service plan for residential refuse collection. With 
volume-based service, the less trash you make, the less you  pay. It’s new to Tucson, but is being used successfully in many 
other cities across the U.S. 

Beginning July 1 (pending Mayor and Council approval), your monthly Environmental Services charges will depend on what 
size trash container you have. 

Small – 48 gallon - $15.00/month
Medium – 65 gallon - $16.00/month
Large – 95 gallon - $16.75/month
Note: These are proposed rates only. Rates will be set by the Mayor and City Council

Currently customers pay $14.50 per month for weekly pickup of their existing 95-gallon container or the shared alley container.

The blue recycling containers and collections are not affected by this program.
Also included in this fee are twice-a-year brush and bulky collections and the Household Hazardous Waste Program. 

WHO DOES THE “RIGHT SIZE YOUR CAN” PROGRAM AFFECT? 
The new pricing structure affects the approximately 99,000 household customers who have curb service with the 95-gallon 
containers. It does not affect customers who have shared neighborhood containers in the alley. They will retain that service at 
the proposed new rate of $16.00 per month.

WHY IS THE NEW VOLUME-BASED SERVICE PROGRAM BEING IMPLEMENTED? ISN’T THIS A RATE INCREASE?
It is no secret that costs associated with trash collection have risen dramatically over the past few years.  The ES rate is 
among the lowest in the state, and the department has only implemented one small rate increase during the past fi ve years. 
The Tucson Environmental Services Department is completely self-sustaining.  We receive no tax dollars nor do we collect 
from the City’s General Fund.

But, in order to continue offering our current level of service, we had to make some hard choices and increase our current 
rates. We chose the Right Size Your Can program to give our customers options to meet their budgets and to encourage more 
conservation and recycling. 

WHEN WILL THE VOLUME-BASED SERVICE PROGRAM START?
Pending fi nal approval by the Mayor and Council, we expect to be able to begin taking requests for different size containers 
beginning June 1, 2010 and implement the new rates effective July 1, 2010.

WHAT DO I NEED TO DO?
If you want to keep your current 95-gallon container at the rate of $16.75 a month you don’t have to do a thing. If you would 
like a smaller trash container, call our customer service representatives at (520) 791-3171 after June 1, 2010.
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HOW WILL I KNOW WHICH CONTAINER SIZE TO CHOOSE?
The size you need depends on the size of your household and how much you recycle.  Many single persons or couples that 
recycle just need the small 48-gallon container. A family of four or more probably needs the large 95-gallon container. 

A great way to tell is to check your current trash can when you take it to the street.  If it’s usually only half or three-quarters 
full, you’ll know a smaller can is right for you.  If it’s always full to the brim, you should probably keep the larger 95-gallon can. 
In general, the 95-gallon easily holds fi ve 13-gallon tall kitchen bags; 65-gallon, four bags; and the 48-gallon, three bags.

WHAT IF YOU DON’T HAVE THE SIZE CONTAINER THAT I WANT IN STOCK? WILL YOU CHARGE ME THE LOWER FEE ANYWAY? 
Yes, we will adjust your charge to the lower fee on the next bill, even if we have not yet supplied you with the smaller 
container. ES will follow up with you to coordinate delivery of your new container when it is available. 

IF I GET A SMALLER CAN AND IT’S NOT BIG ENOUGH CAN I CHANGE TO A LARGER CONTAINER? 
Certainly. Just call our customer service number at (520) 791-3171.
  
CAN I CHANGE THE SIZE OF MY RECYCLES CONTAINER?
No.  The recycle container is not affected by this program. However, if you have much more recycling, you can have a 2nd 
recycling container at no charge.

HOW DOES THE SMALLER CONTAINER ENCOURAGE RECYCLING?
Many people don’t realize just how much can be recycled. Tons of paper, cardboard, glass, plastic and aluminum end up fi lling 
the landfi ll.  With smaller trash receptacles, people will remember to use the blue recycle container more.  For a complete 
listing of everything you can put in your blue barrel go to DoMoreBlue.com.

HOW MANY EXCHANGES CAN I HAVE IN A YEAR?
Residents will be able to change to a different sized container once at no charge. Any other changes will include a delivery charge.

WON’T THIS PLAN ENCOURAGE ILLEGAL DUMPING AND OVERLOADED CONTAINERS? WHAT WILL ES DO ABOUT ILLEGAL 
DUMPING DUE TO PEOPLE NOT HAVING ENOUGH TRASH SERVICE?
Residents should thoughtfully consider their waste needs and choose the right size. Overloaded cans and illegal dumping are 
violations of the Tucson City Code and ES will refer these issues to the City’s Code Inspectors for follow-up.

I SHARE A CONTAINER IN THE ALLEY AND MY NEIGHBORS ALWAYS OVERFILL THE CONTAINER OR USE MORE THAN 
THEIR SHARE OF SPACE. WHY CAN’T I SWITCH TO THE NEW PLAN?
Environmental Services maintains alley service to about 30% of its customers because it is a more effi cient method of 
collection. Additionally, many residents prefer alley collection to maintain their neighborhood’s appearance. ES understands 
that sometimes neighbors use more than their allotted space, but the 300-gallon containers allow more capacity for each 
resident. Residents with alley service can always call Environmental Services customer service if they have overload issues 
that they would like us to address. Staff will be happy to follow up to ensure all residents have enough capacity for their waste.


